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1. Don’t toss out those little scraps of ribbon when you trim down a bow. Tie Baker’s Twine or
Linen Thread in the center for a quick and easy bow.
2. Oh, those pesky ribbons in the shoulders of sweaters and things. Save them! They make
wonderful embellishments to cards. If the ribbon is white or a light color, color it with
Stampin’ Blends. Do you have a drawer full of buttons that came with a blouse and you
don’t even own it anymore? Add a little Baker’s Twine or Linen Thread to the button for an
adorable and free accent.
3. Time to dig into the back of your make-up drawer for 2 hacks. Pull out that old eyeshadow.
Stamp an image in VersaMark and brush on the eyeshadow with that little sponge and you
have a shimmery image. Use an old make-up brush for a fabulous stipple on your cards (be
sure to clean it first!)
4. Pop tabs – did you know these make great ribbon buckle slides? I have beverages that
have black tabs but if you want a custom color, find some old nail polish and paint them.
5. Junk mail can be recycled but why not upcycle it and make some fun flowers, detailed die
cuts, or even sentiment dies.
6. Did you know that Stampin’ Up!’s photopolymer stamps have a ‘free’ window sheet in
them? Save them and use on all kinds of different projects. BONUS: The lighter sheet can
be run through an embossing folder to create great texture and shine on a card layer.
7. Not sure which stamp case a stamp belongs in? My favorite hack is to save the rubber from
Stampin’ Up! stamps so I can easily see if a stamp is missing from the set.
8. When you’ve used up an entire sheet of Stampin’ Dimensionals, save those ‘bones’. They
are perfect for shaker frames or long sentiments – and they don’t cost you a thing.
9. Laundry and crafting don’t go together BUT this is the one exception. Save your used dryer
sheets and place in-between your cardstock and your detailed dies. The dryer sheet makes
removing those intricate pieces a breeze.
10. Make a stencil with either a punch or shape dies. My favorite is to make a circle stencil for
pretty Bokeh backgrounds. Shape dies make great backgrounds too!

